Fordham’s Folly (Or What?)
Sometime in 1938 Fred Fordham, Headmaster of Brunswick Heads Public School 1928-48, was told that some
Aboriginals from Fraser Island believed that a large mound in the vicinity of Saddle Road, supposedly littered with
unusual sandstone rocks, was sacred ground, leading him to conclude that the site was once an important
Aboriginal cultural centre. Unfortunately he then fell into the hands of Fred Slater, self-styled head of the recently
formed Archaeological and Educational Research Society of Australia, and was introduced to some eccentric
theories on Aboriginal origin and cultural practices. Fordham also approached the older Anthropological Society of
New South Wales, which wanted him to send rock specimens, but was talked out of it by Slater: They know nothing.
They are only making another attempt to steal the brains and property of others…. The Anthropological Society is
run by the Museum. Nuf Sed. On 7Jun1939 Slater again gave his opinion of the integrity and credibility of the
professionals when he told Fordham that I would like to get copies of the letters sent by those incompetent… social
anthropologists… to Edward Black, owner of the Kings Creek/Saddle Road property upon which the mound was
sited, so that the Archaeological Society could deal with them….
And it was probably Slater who encouraged Fordham to go public, the Northern Star recording on 27Jul1939 that a
discovery has been made, within three miles of Brunswick Heads, of a religious mound, which, it is believed, was a
centre of worship for aborigines from all parts of Australia prior to habitation by the white race…, and he had been
informed that there were only three other such mounds in existence in the world….
The fact that the sacred stones on the Brunswick Heads mound are sandstone would indicate that they were brought
some distance by the worshippers.
Mr. Fordham has been in communication with the president of the Archaeological Society of Australia (Mr. Frederic
Slater), whose intention it is to visit Brunswick Heads to inspect the mound. (He never did).
A Fraser Island black, when told of the discovery of the mound at Brunswick Heads, stated that his tribe had been
looking for it for years….
[How, where and when the Fraser Islanders entered the picture remains hazy. But the whole edifice of this ‘Sacred
Mound’ saga hangs on their imprimatur. Archaeologist Ms J.P. Collins in her Aboriginal and European heritage
study, Broken Head, N.S.W., for Byron Shire Council, 1990, pg 18, records the oral tradition that Three Aborigines
are said to have finally escaped from the massacre (at Ballina in 1853/54), via Broken Head, taking up residence in
the vicinity of Noosa Heads (in Gubbi Gubbi country)…, adding that Aboriginal systems of kinship and alliance
worked to link widespread groups in complex patterns of material and marital exchange. The result of this is that
Aboriginal people in often distant localities may be affiliated with local areas…, giving some credence to a Brunswick
affiliation with the Fraserians of Gubbi Gubbi country, a possible refuge for the remnants of the Durungbil.]

OEH Site Card 04-5-0041, probably initiated by the anonymous ‘Lands
Department Officer’ in 1939. (But Reg Edwards of the Daily Telegraph was a
Slater mate, both members of the Australian Journalist Association. And the
newspaper publicity may also have prompted the Lands Commissioner to take
an interest in the site?) The only information now held about the site is via this
card registered with the Office of Environment and Heritage. (In 1993 a more
intriguing mound site about a mile to the north was identified as 04-5-0111.)
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The ‘religious mound’ story got
national
publicity,
probably
prompting the interest of a Lands
Department officer, which again
stirred up Slater, who immediately
wrote to the Minister for Lands and
pointed out that letters had been
written by somebody in the Museum
and in the University making
demands… on Fordham. Slater
subsequently advised Fordham of the
Minister’s reply: “I would like to state
that a very earnest desire to protect
aboriginal carvings and relics such as
these prompted inquiries which
Officers of my Department are
making, the intention being to take
steps to adequately preserve these
relics. My Department is co-operating
with Officers of the Museum” (Good
Gracious they know nothing about
such things….)

And that’s that. I suggest – no demand this time – that you make a complete chart of the mound reducing it to about
three feet if possible…. All your work must be copyrighted so as to prevent any interloper from Museum or University
from profiting by your work. It is a way they have got. I will put it through here. I will look up the clause regarding
joint copyright, but in any case will give you a document certifying to your work in conjunction with mine….
Their correspondence continued through to early 1940, 19 Slater letters surviving, along with Fordham’s Field Book
and numerous sketches, but unfortunately much has been lost. Fordham later lamented that I was looked upon as
a type of “simple nut” because I interested myself in Abo. relics…. Prof Elkin and McCarthy… both considered Slater
a wee bit mental and would have none of the story…. The last war closed my association with Slater…. [Adolphus
Peter Elkin (1891-1979) was an Anglican priest and Professor of Anthropology at the University of Sydney. Frederick
David McCarthy (1905-1997), a student of Elkin, became Curator of the Anthropological Collections at the
Australian Museum, Sydney, and Foundation Principal of the Australian Institute of Aboriginal Studies (now AITSIS).
Fred Slater (1880-1947) whose best known contribution, which has been described as pseudoarchaeology, is the
claim that Australian Aborigines came from Egypt… based on carvings at… Brunswick Heads… says Wikipedia.]

Resurrection
The whole story of the mound and its significance faded
away until resurrected in 1955 by the Richmond River
Historical Society. For some unknown reason, but
probably at the prompting of Fred Fordham now of
Armidale, on 8Sep1955 Louise Tiffany Daley, who
reconstituted the RRHS in 1953, led a team consisting of
William Abbott, John Alcorn and Mrs Kay to have a chat
with Mr Black. (Presumably Abbott, Alcorn and Kay were
also members of RRHS. Mrs Kay was not Linda, nee Bray
of the Byron Bay Arakwal Clan, who died 1953.)
They found that Edward Black had removed all the
sacred stones from the mound to a place near his milking
shed…, and the stones are not indigenous to the region.
Markings are fast disappearing due to erosion… and
Every stone except the axe has one smooth side. They
then toured the property and Found a peculiar shaped
mound about 30 feet high in the woods, slightly oblong
in shape and covered with grass and some underbrush.…
Directly opposite the path by which we climbed the
mound was another indication of a path….
Mr Black told us the following story: About 12 years ago
(ie about 1943) some aborigines coming from Fraser
Island and Northern Territory came to see Mr Black and
stayed in the district some time, making friends with
Photos taken by Louise Daley of selected sacred stones…
him…. After some time they spoke to him about the
brought from aboriginal mounds, 1955.
It’s impossible to tell whether they are sandstone, or
mound on his property and asked him to promise never
whether the shapes and markings are carved or natural.
to disturb it as it had great significance to the aborigines
But in her report of the expedition she claims to have
all over Australia. One of the aborigines was named Dick
observed the hand of man.
Morgan. They have never returned. (Presumably Black
had told a version of the story to Fordham by at least 1938/39.)
Mr Black also said that when digging on his property he found a stone ship with curved bow and stern (like the
Egyptian ships) and beside this at each end a stone anchor with a hole pierced through the middle. The ship has
been removed and the exact site lost, but it may be possible to find it through inquiries…. All of which alludes to the
creation legend of The Three Brothers who came in a sailing ship (Vesper) or in a great canoe (Livingstone), although
it could be that the ‘boat’ was simply a well-worn grinding bowl with an odd shape, while the ‘anchors’ were
grinding stones with finger/thumb grips?
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Mrs Daley finished with a Note. The aborigines were full bloods and refused to disclose the meaning of the mounds,
saying they would be killed by the “Old Men” if they did.
Mrs Daley then briefed Fred Fordham, who replied on 15Sep1955: Glad to hear that you… “believe on present
evidence that the site has great significance….” I charted the position of every stone that was visible on the mound.
Despite criticism I firmly believe that this place was the centre of perhaps the highest degree of aboriginal culture
that existed in the central eastern parts of Australia. That belief is not wholly due to Slater…, but because of the
story Black told me about ‘Old Dick’, who said that he and his fellows of similar age and degree had been searching
for it for years….

Fordham’s Sketch of the ‘boat and anchor stones’ in his letter to
Louise Daley 15Sep1955.
He does not mention the type of stone, their size or whether the holes
in the ‘anchor stones’ were natural or man-made.
There is no mention of these stones in the original Fordham notes or
Slater correspondence, suggesting they were probably dug up and
brought to him by Black post 1940.
Ex-WW2 serviceman Jack Winward arrived to teach at Mullumbimby
Intermediate High School in 1945, but chose to live at Brunswick
Heads where he became President of the RSL in 1947. In 1954 he was
transferred to Sydney, where he died in 1986, aged 69, followed by
his wife and daughter in 2010, Pat aged 91 and Helen aged 65
respectively, seemingly leaving no descendants and therefore
needing a miracle to determine the fate of these interesting stones.
(See Annex B for the detailed story of the creation legend of The Three
Brothers and the significance of the ‘boat and anchor’ stones.
And see the sub-section ‘Slater Revisited’ below for discovery of the
nearby ‘Grinding Bowl Site’)

I did not discover the boat and the anchors. I
wish that I had done so. I should certainly have
dug beneath them.… The stone anchors were in
perfect condition until one was split by the
mattock of the man who dug them up. These
stones were brought to me at the Heads… and
were found about half a mile north of the
mound on what was part of an ancient coast
line; well sheltered from any south-easter…,
which puts them on the flood plain just east of
the Kings Creek/Main Arm junction…. As far as
I know these stones are in the possession of Mr
John Winward to whom I gave them when I left
B. Heads. They would have gone to the Aust.
Museum had Mr McCarthy been more
sympathetic…. I worked all my spare time and
only uncovered the smallest part of the whole
show.
Please do not refer Prof Elkin to me in reference
to the B. Hds mound. I should not answer any
correspondence. As if he would mind!....

And there the matter again rested until Dave Marrinon, teacher of Mullum High School, took an interest in 1964.
A chance encounter with Edward Black prompted him to track down Fordham, still retired at Armidale, with a query
about the closely guarded Brunswick secret. He managed to extract from Fordham voluminous documents, letters
and sketches and commenced his own research on the mound.
He contacted Fred McCarthy at the Australian Museum, who confirmed that the information you have sent has
already been received by the Australian Museum and is recorded there… and that some years ago I examined an
outcrop of stones, natural in origin, which were said to have been arranged by the Aborigines…. (But Edward Black
swears McCarthy never visited the site?). The most interesting Aboriginal items that I saw there were two very fine
stone implements – made from large waterworn pebbles chipped all over one surface – in the local school at
Brunswick Heads…, but they wouldn’t let me have them for our collection because a local lad brought them in from
his dad’s farm…. If a Bora Ring does exist at Brunswick Heads then it is one that has not been reported to us. (He
obviously wasn’t informed of the Bora Ring on the Brunswick cricket ground, the ex-police paddock, which in 1926
was 'still discernible... where the natives of old went through their spectacular and weird ceremonies....)
In a separate letter (8Apr1964) the Royal Australian Historical Society advised Marrinon that we are told by F.D.
McCarthy, of the Australian Museum, that he (Slater) was not at all well informed on matters touching the
Aborigines…. McCarthy also tells me that he has inspected the supposed Ceremonial Ground at Brunswick Heads
and does not regard it as genuine….
Marrinon then contacted Isabel McBryde, the first lecturer in Prehistory at UNE Armidale when appointed in 1960.
No records of her inspection in Jul1964 can be traced, but Marrinon has noted that she was not greatly impressed
at the time, and, to my knowledge, has never followed-up her initial visit, although she apparently made further
enquiries. It was Dr McBryde who informed me that the “find” was catalogued (apparently by McCarthy) as
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FORDHAMS FOLLY…, perhaps suggesting she was unconsciously biased, turning up with pre-formed views on the
mound’s authenticity? (She went on to gain her PhD in 1966, appointment as senior lecturer in the Department of
Prehistory and Anthropology at ANU in 1974 and Professor of the Department in 1986).
Marrinon’s next step was to organise a visit by a ‘Koori’ National Parks Ranger “circa 1970s”, but on 26Jun1981 he
noted that The only follow-up to date was a ‘phone call from a female (about 1978) to find out if I still had the
material and if investigations had proceeded. In 1993 the National Parks and Wildlife Service allegedly slapped
another heritage order on the place.

Edition 7 of the Map of the Parish of Brunswick, in use Mar1906-Jan1912
The Black family acquired portions 108 and 109 in ~1904.
[During a survey for the new Pacific Highway in 1999 another Archaeological Site No 04-5-0149 was allocated by NPWS,
which appears to be on Portion 31, about where the old Pacific Highway (now Gulgang Road) joins the original road at the
north-western corner of Portion 214, but was probably part of Dodds Grass. Portion Map 31 of 14Jan1882 shows a clearing
and hut in the top right hand corner, adjacent to Dodds Grass, the ‘Grass’ occupying the bottom right of Portion 33 and
spreading into portion 154 and 215.) (Portions 31,32,33,74,154 & the Quarry were reserved for the original railway route).
The report says this site is located on a 25m high ridge overlooking the adjacent coastal plain…. The original end of the ridge
abutting the coastal plain has been largely removed by rock quarrying activities (now abandoned)….]
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Around 1980 Marrinon wrote a summary of his investigations, stating that the Supposed Aboriginal Ceremonial
Ground… May or may not be genuine – but if proven either way, will clear up many years of mystery in this district….
Mr Black has lived on the farm since he was 6 (1905) and from “old timers” of that period has always identified the
area as sacred to aborigines.
As a young man fishing in the area (Black was
39 in 1938), he talked to a native from Fraser
Island, N Qld, who asked him about a sacred
ground on his father’s land. He said he had
heard the old men at Fraser talk of this ground
and asked the owner not to disturb it. The old
man swears this is true.
Fordham and Property owner found in the
same area, but not at (the ceremonial)
ground, three stones as follows grouped
together (then follows a small sketch as above
of the ‘boat rocks’, with holes depicted in the
‘anchor rocks’, independently drawn by
Marrinon in ignorance of Fordham’s sketch.)
McCarthy says the area is natural – but owner
states “He never set foot on the land – I would
not let him. He only spoke to us.” ????? (who
is kidding who?)….
I am only an amateur at Geology – but how
can a natural line of small sandstone pieces
suddenly appear in a line and on a mound in a
swamp when all surrounding rocks are
Igneous. Fordham says he has traced this rock
to closest at Broken Head….
While Broken Head may have been the
closest source of easily accessible sandstone,
Norries Headland at Bogangar/Cabarita could
also be the origin of the ‘Fordham Rocks’. And
Norries neighbour, the so-called Aboriginal
‘tool factory’ at Round Mountain, is
Layout of the mound as envisioned by Slater apostle Richard
Patterson in 2015.
apparently a source of lithic sandstone. Closer
(His fantasy rendering was based on a loose interpretation of the
to home however, surveyor F. Wearne made
sketches and descriptions of Fordham and Slater).
the annotation ‘Sandstone Formation’ on the
maps of adjacent Portions 180 and 161, on Myocum Road across from ‘Mullumbimby Grass Reserve’. (see map
page 12). Both portions were initially part of the reserve until ‘privatised’. The house of Thomas Torrens, at the top
left corner of Portion 180, was on the intersection with Montecollum Road, across from the old school site and
diagonally opposite Doran’s Hill, itself a strange feature in the flat flood-prone landscape and likely to be of
significance to the local Aboriginals.) (The quarry reserve on McAuley’s Lane next to Cathona, later privatised as
portion 261, may also have been a source of suitable grinding stone. Ditto the quarry reserve on Gulgan Road/Pacific
Hwy next Mills, latter privatised as portions 221 and 222.)
Sandstone would have been the most suitable abrasive medium for the tedious task of forming an edge on hard
river rocks to create axe-heads, and perhaps account for the observed ‘smooth side’ of the ‘Fordham Rocks’. It’s
also possible that the ‘smooth side’ could be due to use of the rocks as food grinding bowls/platters.

Intermissio
Edward Black died 16Jun1980, aged 81, at which time Marrinon was uncertain whether the stones were still held
in the “old dairy”, where he’d last seen them in 1964. Edward was born 17Mar1899 Parramatta and came with his
parents to farm on Saddle Road ~1904/05, the property sharing a corner peg with the original 1872 selection of
cedar merchant Robert Marshall. Marshall’s was the first ‘Conditional Purchase’ in what became the Byron Shire,
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and possibly selected because it was relatively cleared, presenting him with an oasis amongst the dense forest for
the convenient establishment of a cedar camp, store, wharf and boat shed.
The map for Portion 55 shows the ‘old
cedar wharf’ still extant in 1893, but his
bark-roofed boatshed had gone up in
flames in Nov1883, by which time
teamster and cedar-getter James Mills
was the owner of Portion 1 and
operating a ‘General Store and
Butchering Establishment’ from the
site. Mills continued trading until at
least 1886, but the fate of the store is a
mystery, although the track from the
wharf to ‘The Saddle’ appears to be still
in use in 1893, perhaps indicating
settlers continued to use the local store
rather than trek on to Brunswick Heads.
Amongst the rocks mapped by
Fordham were some described as
having one smooth surface that may
have been portable platter-type
grinding stones, indicating a newish or
transient camp site rather than a
ceremonial site? He recorded no large
rocks that could be construed as large
grinding bowls indicating a permanent
settlement.
Marshall’s ‘Old Cedar Wharf’ still extant on ‘Portion 1’ when mapped by
surveyor Edwin H. Johnson in May1893.

Fred Fordham died 1978 Armidale,
aged 87. He was a WW1 veteran, with
a gunshot wound to the right thigh as a legacy, and
from the late 1920s played a part in the
maintenance of the ‘Memorial Pine Park’ within
the ‘Brunswick Terrace Native Flora Reserve’. One
of his pupils, Darcy O’Meara, a long-time resident
of Brunswick Heads, says he was an extremely
interesting chap…, a wonderful fellow who I
admire to this day… and a botanist, and naturalist
with particular interest in Aboriginal History and
Culture.

Portable Grinding Bowls/Platters in the BVHS Museum Collection.
The front sandstone Grinding Stone, from an unknow location, is
47cm x 28cm x 4cm, smooth and flat on one side and rough the
other. Left rear is an unknown reddish brown clayish stone with
smooth grinding depressions on both sides found in McAuley’s
Lane. Centre Rear is a ‘composite’ rock (22cm x 14cm) with
grinding depression on one side. Right rear is an unknown type
of yellowish beige rock with grinding depression on one side
found McAuley’s Lane.
(Compare with monster grinding bowl pg 25 of main story.)
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An important fact in this spot being chosen as the
location of the World War 1 Memorial Pine Park,
was the sacred nature of the Nature Reserve to the
Aboriginal People…. The Memorial Park included
the location of the sacred Aboriginal site and “The
Big Midden” on the bank of the South Arm over the
small, white sandy “Midden Beach”…, situated in a
break in the Mangroves. The South Arm of the
Brunswick River was rich in fish, Mud Crabs and the
famous Brunswick Oysters, and would have
provided great feasts for the Aboriginal people. In
this spot were found many stone implements and
artefacts of the visiting tribes, some of which were
gathered and stored securely in glass cases in the

annex of the old school building. (During his tenure Fred accumulated a substantial number of Aboriginal artifacts
for display in the cabinet, all of which have now gone missing.)
The relics and artefacts around the Midden were studied closely by Mr. Fordham and he sketched and photographed
the area, as it was obvious that it was of great religious significance to the Aboriginal tribes. The stone artefacts led
Mr. Fordham to come to fascinating conclusions regarding the religious and sacred beliefs of the Aboriginal people….
After his retirement Mr. Fordham moved to Armidale to be close to the University and to further his study of the
lifestyle, history and culture of Australia’s first inhabitants…. (Darcy maybe confusing the South Arm Midden with
the Kings Creek Ceremonial Mound?)
In 1991 along came Consultant Archaeologist Jacqueline Collins to examine the mound as part of her contract with
Byron Shire Council to carry out the Byron Shire Aboriginal Heritage Study (Urban Investigation Areas). She noted
that The most recent update of the NPWS record for this site, made in Jul1980 states: ‘Information from Sydney
confirms site is a natural formation. Informant R. Buchan, Sydney. No further action to be taken on this site’ (J.
Gonda, Sites Officer).
She recorded that The ‘stone arrangement site’ was relocated and examined. It consists of an earthen mound
adjacent to the Brunswick floodplain…, and is approximately 5m high and blocks of stone occur at the surface. A
large section of the mound was found to have been recently mechanically excavated to the level of the surrounding
plain…. Sub-surface sediments were seen to contain stratified mudstones which were indisputably in situ and which
could not be attributed to human agency. While it is possible that the stones located on top of the mound have been
placed there by Aboriginal people, the fact that similar stones were noted within the excavated portion indicates
that they too are likely to be natural occurrences.
She was in agreement with the NPWS record which deems the site a natural formation. This being the case, the site
should be removed from the site listing. It is significant to note, however… that Reg Borrowdale, Byron Shire’s SES
controller, said he was informed by his grandmother that Aboriginal people did camp in the general site area…. Kate
Borrowdale (1893-1943) was the daughter of John Thomas (‘Cudgery Jack’) Johnson of ‘Cathona’, the northern
section of which (Portion 26) originally adjoined Edward Black’s property. Johnson, an earlier cedar-getter of
Tyagarah, predated Black’s arrival, turning up to farm at Cathona in 1899, at which time there were only about 10
Aboriginals recorded in the whole of what became the Byron Shire.
The public was made aware of
the mound’s destruction via
The Byron News on 28Jul1993,
when The spokesman… for a
coalition of Byronian Causes
(Save the Wreck, Stop Ocean
Pollution, Clean Seas Coalition,
BEACON, Suffolk Park Action
Group and local Kooris)… said
the sites being destroyed
included allegedly the most
significant
mound
on
Australia’s east coast at
Brunswick
Heads
where
farmers were taking land fill
and gravel…, said an unknown
whistleblower.

From The Byron News story of 28Jul1993, headlined Heritage sites “bulldozed”.
(The lead-up to the ‘Mabo Decision’ of 1992 may have had a bearing on its destruction.
Wild claims, mainly spread by the National Party, generated fear that people’s
backyards were not safe from land rights claims. Louise Daley doesn’t mention the
Mound as damaged in 1955, nor Dave Marrinon in 1964 and 1980.)

The Sewerage Confusion
The next to visit the mound was Heritage Concepts Pty Ltd in 2005, carrying out the Archaeological Assessment and
Heritage Impact Report for the Brunswick Area Sewerage Augmentation Project. They noted that the above
protestors had achieved results on 26Aug1993 when Margaret Wheeler, regional National Parks and Wildlife
Officer, inspected the site as part of the proposed RTA Brunswick Bypass and registered it with the NPWS. She noted
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on the site Card that it has been used as a quarry and further destruction and removal of gravel should be stopped,
however an archaeologist should also check the authenticity of the site….
But it transpired that Ms Wheeler had registered an entirely different mound, designated Site 04-5-0111, which
was closer to one of the proposed routes of the sewerage line and lies on the floodplain about a third of a mile to
the north of Fordham’s mound. There she found A series of seven mounds (largest = 45m long x 10m high), which
local legend states are initiation sites in which several stone carvings were apparently found during the 1930s…,
thus conflating the two mound sites and leading to much confusion. Her 7 mounds were Located on private property
(Mr J. Black) in a swampy wetland environment approximately 300m from Brunswick River…, probably the source
of Fordham’s ‘boat and anchor’ rocks.
[Ms Wheeler also registered site 04-5-0110, on the Brunswick Heads Nature Reserve, consisting of a Midden measuring approximately 8m x 16m, comprising oysters, pipis and cone shells. Located within flat, swampy area of
melaleuca forest, 50m from creek…, on the direct route of the sewerage line 4D.]

Fordham’s Mound (AHIS Site 04-5-0041) 2005.
(Heritage Concepts said The mound is covered with various trees, shrubs and grasses and the apparent stone arrangement
on top is no longer visible. Random nodules of volcanics and sedimentary materials were identified, however, no markings
were evident and they were determined to be naturally occurring within the local lithology…. And demonstrating continuing
confusion over Ms Wheeler’s mound riddle, recorded that The landscape to the east of the mound was also inspected in an
attempt to locate the other six mounds which are proposed to form part of this site. No evidence of any other mounds in the
area was detected.
(Photos courtesy Pg 65 ‘Heritage Concepts’ Report Aug2005).

Heritage Concepts said the sewerage Pipeline option routes 4B and 4C intersect the location of a registered
“Aboriginal mound” (DEC NO 04-5-0111) and an associated “Aboriginal stone arrangement” (DEC No 04-5-0041).
(Note above photos show “Aboriginal Mound” site 04-5-0041). The Department of Environment and Conservation
site card describes the “Aboriginal mound” as an earthen mound measuring approximately fifty metres long and
ten metres high with a scattering of basalt and rhyolite stones – the Aboriginal “stone arrangement” – and several
eucalyptus trees (Eucalyptus gummifera, Eucalyptus tereticornis and jagera pseudorhus) situated on top. The mound
is located within a wetland environment, approximately two hundred metres from the Brunswick River and is
surrounded by River She Oaks (Causuarina cunninghamii).
Heritage Concepts further noted that the previously identified and registered “Aboriginal Mound” and associated
“Stone Arrangement” represents a difficult and contentious issue….
The stone carvings have long since disappeared and no photographs or illustrations are available. Local Aboriginal
stakeholder groups, including the Tweed-Byron Local Aboriginal Land Council, have no knowledge of the spiritual
site and various well respected and qualified archaeologists have since inspected the site, have not discovered any
stone carvings or markings and have actually concluded that the site is a natural feature…. (Despite asserting
TBLALC ignorance however, Heritage Concepts, in commenting on the 1993 photo, said Various local environmental
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and “Koori” groups had become aware of the mound and the fact that a section of it had recently been mechanically
excavated. A “deputation” was formed and a “Local Government Department” and the media was contacted….)
In the face of public uproar, the site was registered on the National Parks and Wildlife Aboriginal Sites Register to
prevent further mining and disturbance. Although the site has since been reassessed and again determined to be of
natural status, the 1993 protests clearly illustrate that the site does retain some significance, possibly best described
as historical and/or social significance, to sections of the local population.
Dave Marrinon died May2009 Brunswick Heads, aged 75. In the notes he left with BVHS he says My own
investigations were fruitless for several reasons, but mainly due to Disturbance of the area by people, logging, cattle
and growth of vegetation (natural and introduced)…, as well as the lack of backing by ‘experts’ and bureaucrats….
As for the site’s authenticity – I don’t know - ….
He had handed his collection of documents to BVHS in 1999 with a covering letter saying Much of Prof McCarthy’s
work has since been discounted, so, there MAY be substance in Fordham’s findings, which were quickly dismissed in
1939…. Mr Black had SOME of the stones, which had been recovered, in his old Dairy Bails – they were NOT carved
or otherwise obviously shaped by Man. I have NO idea what ever became of them…. I tried to find Fred Fordham’s
“discoveries”…. The Farm… is now (1999) under Sugar Cane and my last visit was made in the 1980s. Much of the
Mound has been demolished, to be used as roadbase on the property…. There is NO SUBSTANTIATION of any of the
other aboriginal finds and stories.
Edward Black’s son, James Black, a Fordham pupil, died Apr2014 aged 88, removing the last eyewitness to the early
saga. The property remains in family hands. It’s a fair assumption that Fordham would never have started digging
without Black’s Fraser Island story, nor continued digging without Slater’s sacred stone arrangement story. Perhaps
the Fraserians were simply visitors to see their rellie, Hannah Hamilton of New Brighton? (Neither TBLALC nor the
Butchulla Aboriginal Corporation of Fraser Island have anything to say on the Brunswick’s ‘Fraser’ connection).

Slater Revisited
But the conspiracy theorists are continuing to keep the story alive. In 2013 Steven Strong channelled Fred Slater
and also became convinced that Ancient Egyptians visited the Brunswick, probably best summarised by Matthew
Condon in the Courier-Mail of 20Mar2017 with a story under the heading Is ‘Australia’s Stonehenge’ near
Mullumbimby where civilisation began or historical hoax? (copy available BVHS). Strong’s rebuttal at
http://forgottenorigin.com/seven-missing-pieces-slaters-legacy-revisited doesn’t help. He’s a smart marketer and
has gained many like-minded followers, mainly New Age devotees from amongst the Byronians (as well as some
prominent Aboriginals, the latest via The Nimbin GoodTimes of Feb2019, pg 3, at
http://www.nimbingoodtimes.com/archive/pages2019/feb/NGT-0219-2-7.pdf). He keeps the media interested,
writing blogs and giving talks, one such symposium on ‘Australia’s Stonehenge’ on 20Oct2018 at Mullum’s Civic Hall
attracting fans prepared to pay $90/head for an 8hr session of mystification.
(His first lecture, scheduled for December 12, 2017, was cancelled after the Byron Shire Council refused to rent the
Civic Hall in Mullumbimby to the group… said the Byron Shire Echo on 31Jan2018. At that time Councillor Sarah
Ndiaye, chair of the Arakwal Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) Committee, stated that ‘This event is not
endorsed, supported or sanctioned by the Aboriginal custodians of the area’… and The Arakwal corporation strongly
opposed the meeting’s taking place…, their feelings taking precedence over free speech and the wishes of Lois Cook
of the Nyangbul People. (Reference http://forgottenorigin.com/event-cancelled-due-to-derision-and-division ).
The claims of Messrs Strong and Slater are also countered by PhD candidate Denis Gojak in Chapter Two - The
Resurrection of Frederick Slater: Tales of a Pseudo-archaeologist in the 1930s and 2010s…, within Defining the Fringe
of Contemporary Australian Archaeology; Pyramidiots, Paranoia and the Paranormal, edited by Darren Jordan and
Rocco
Bosco,
and
published
by
Cambridge
Scholars
Publishing
2018.
(See
https://books.google.com.au/books?id=UPlVDwAAQBAJ&pg=PR5&lpg=PR5&dq=denis+gojak+slater&source .)
BVHS has taken the view that the mound is a natural formation, as accepted by Fred McCarthy, Isabel McBryde,
Jacqueline Collins and the mysterious R. Buchan (and/or J. Conda). But Edward Black’s story about the Fraser Island
Aboriginals gave the mound spiritual significance, justifying the expenditure of a lot of wasted time, money and
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head scratching over the last 80yrs. Nevertheless, the mound’s sacred site status has now taken on a life of its own
and is not about to go away any time soon given Strong’s obsession.
The more likely mound to be deemed a sacred or ceremonial site is where the ‘boat and anchor’ rocks were found,
probably Ms Wheeler’s Site 04-5-0111, nearer the end of the Aboriginal Pathway from the hinterland to the coast.
Conversely, what were identified as the
‘boat and anchor’ rocks could simply be an
unusual looking grinding bowl with
complementary grinding rocks, unearthed
during the clearing of OEH registered sites
04-4-0081 and 04-5-0136, and dumped in a
spot about 500m east of 04-5-0111. This
significant dump site was discovered during
an Aboriginal Heritage Survey by
Environmental Resources Management
Australia in Jun2008 on behalf of Country
(Essential) Energy for the “Lismore to
Mullumbimby
Electricity
Network
Upgrade…. At BH Grinding Site 1 56J E
552435 N68 41165, ERM found A series of
grinding bowls and grinding grooves in
One of the volcanic rocks identified as a Grinding Bowl.
medium to large volcanic rocks.… The site is
extensive with a minimum of six grinding bowls located and five sets of grinding grooves noted.… Grinding bowls
are associated with the production of food and… Sites of this type, being food production areas, are rare…. The site
is therefore considered to be of high significance… and indicative of a large semi-permanent camping site.
The ERM team found that the rocks had been moved from their original context and surmised that it is likely to
have occurred when farmers were clearing land to be used for growing crops some time in the past…. The rocks…
have been piled into the areas of vegetation, likely moved from the flat area of the site and the adjacent slope…. An
Electrical Sub-station was planned for the site, but does not appear to have gone ahead. Nor does any follow up
archaeological investigation as per the ERM recommendation.
The grinding bowls were found ~200m north of sites 0081 and 0136. They were probably cleared from these sites
during the 1940s and deposited down the slope with all the other rocks collected during the process of preparing
the area for farming. Ms K. Lomax registered 0081 as ‘RTA Ridge 1’ in 1994, describing an Open Camp Site/stone
artefact scatter – low density scatter of volcanic stone artefacts, measuring 60mx10m, and Located on a low ridge
spur and crest overlooking a paper bark swamp and an intermittent creek (<50m from creek).

The Latest Developments
In 2016 GeoLINK was tasked by RMS to prepare a Project Review of Environmental Factors for the installation of
seven koala grids at the Brunswick Heads and Gulgan Road Pacific Highway interchanges…. (Ref
http://www.rms.nsw.gov.au/documents/projects/northern-nsw/tyagarah-to-brunswick-heads-koalagrids/tyagarah-brunswick-koala-grids-ref-2018-04.pdf ). They reported on 25Jan2018 that A search of the Office of
the Environment and Heritage AHIMS Web Service (Aboriginal Heritage Information Management System) has
shown that site 04-05-0149 was the only Aboriginal heritage site in the immediate vicinity of the proposed grids.
This was the same Midden site also identified as TL1 and investigated by Huonbrook Environment and Heritage Pty
Ltd (HEH) Oct1999 for the Proposed Upgrade of the Pacific Highway at Tandy’s Lane…, and the same site looked at
by Heritage Concepts for Parsons Brinckerhoff and the Brunswick Area Sewage Augmentation report of Oct2005.
HEH postulated that the ridge crest (of portion of TL1) was used as an Aboriginal campsite… and accords with
findings of Ms K. Lomax (1995) from her excavation of two ridge crest/saddle sites at the southern end of the
Brunswick Heads Bypass less than 1km to the north. They found that TL1 was overlain with 19th century whitefella
detritus, probably originating from the hut and small cleared area depicted on portion map 31 of 1882, and perhaps
suggesting that the site may have become part of an expanded Dodds Grass Reserve.
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This Grass Reserve was named for either Nicholas Dodds
or his son Richard Waller Dodds. Cedar-getter Dick, born
1845 Sydney, married Sarah Lally, the step-daughter of
Thomas Boyd, a member of the Boyd family of cedar
merchants who started harvesting on the Brunswick
~1847. Around 1877 Dick pensioned off his axe and
branched out into other activities at Cudgen/Chinderah,
where he had become a well-known identity along with
Thomas Boyd. Nick died 1890 'Tweed River' and Dick 1907
Tweed Heads. One or the other also lent his name to
Dodds Island at Chinderah, bound by the Tweed River and
Boyd’s Channel.

Portion’s 31,32 and 33, Parish of Brunswick, applied for
by Richard Webber and surveyed by James Anderson
14Jan1882

It’s generally accepted that the cedar getters initially
followed the ancient Aboriginal pathways along ridge
lines, the first well-defined track inland from Brunswick
Heads forming the route that became Saddle Road and
McAulay’s Lane connecting ‘Dodds Grass’ with
‘Mullumbimby Grass’, thence to the Big Scrub Plateau,
initially via a spot near ‘Myocum Grass’. After the arrival
of the selectors in 1881 this track came into more regular
commuter use. (The ‘Brunswick Road’ from Lismore to
Brunswick Heads initially passed through ‘Myocum Grass’
and ‘Tyagarah Grass’ on the spur connecting the plateau
with the flats below, but was eventually superseded by

the route via Goonengerry and “Montecollum Grass’).
It’s no accident therefore, that the end of the Aboriginal journey at Dodds Grass, around the northern end of Saddle
Road, became rich in Aboriginal artefacts. (Whilst the Aboriginals generally used the ‘Grasses’ as staging posts, the
cedar-getters used them as base-camps and bullock grazing grounds.)
The latest to assess Aboriginal sites in the area was Everick Heritage Consultants on behalf of Planners North and
various Saddle Road landowners as a subdivision submission to Byron Shire Council (Reference
https://byron.infocouncil.biz/Open/2018/02/OC_22022018_AGN_771_files/OC_22022018_AGN_771_Attachmen
t_4810_1.PDF ). The Planners North maps give a zoning of ‘1D - Investigation’ to the ‘Fordham Site’ (Plan 5.1, Pg
35), seemingly because of its ‘High Conservation Vegetation’, ref Map Plan 2.10 (Pg 26), rather than any Aboriginal
heritage significance.
The Everick study cannot make any conclusive statements regarding the relationship between the archaeological
sites and the Mullumbimby Stone Arrangement site (0041) at this stage…. It is recommended that additional
consultation with the Aboriginal community is undertaken to determine the extent of the Mullumbimby Stone
Arrangement site. Any residential subdivision planning proposal relating to lands in the vicinity of the stone
arrangement should be deferred until such times as the boundaries of this site are better understood. However, it is
understood that the site does not constitute an ‘Object’ under the National Parks and Wildlife Act. As such it is
recommended that the additional investigation is undertaken to determine whether the site should be gazetted as
an Aboriginal Place….
Everick located the ‘Stone Arrangement Site’ 200m SW of where Fordham plotted his ‘stone arrangements’, hence
their need to ‘better understand’ the boundaries of the site. Meanwhile Mullum’s Dr Liz Elliott and ~7000 others
want to see the mound (wherever it is) saved (Ref https://www.change.org/p/australian-heritage-protect-australia-sstonehenge?recruiter=40928626&utm_source=share_petition&utm_medium=copylink&utm_campaign=share_petition&utm
_term=autopublish )

On 29Aug2018 the Echo reported that Byron Shire Council had rejected the subdivision without explanation. (ref
https://www.echo.net.au/2018/08/saddle-road-suburb-knocked-back/ ). The proposal now lies dormant.
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Aboriginal Pathway used by cedar-getters between Dodds Grass and the Big Scrub Plateau.
The trek inland to establish a cedarcamp/depot at ‘Mullumbimby Grass’ occurred by at least 1847 when bullockie Dan
Withers asserts he was there drawing cedar for the Boyd family of timber merchants, and where he noted squaring and
crosscutting was taking place. Like Marshall’s complex on Kings Creek, the camp site probably was selected because it was
already conveniently cleared. [Dr Brett J. Stubbs in his The ‘Grasses’ of the Big Scrub District, North-eastern New South
Wales: Their recent history, spatial distribution and origins, published Australian Geographer Vol 32, No 3, pp 295-319,
2001 (and published on the web 27May2010 at https://eurekamag.com/pdf/003/003960499.pdf), notes that the
Aboriginals used the grasses for a number of activities and kept the jungle at bay.]
Chincogan would have been a handy navigation aid for both Aboriginals and axemen alike.
The camp site at Mullumbimby Grass evolved into the first substantial inland settlement in the Caucasian
neighbourhood, variously known as Mullibumbi, Molebunbie, Mooloobimby…. It was the beginning of the end for the
settlement when the school moved into Mullum proper in 1892.
(Map by Royal Australian Survey Corp 1967)
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Bundjalung Creation Legend
A recent flurry of articles on the origin of Australia’s Indigenes showed evidence for only one colonisation event in
Australia… said the ABC Science News programme in kicking things off on 26Sep2016.1
They reached the supercontinent of 'Sahul' that
originally united Tasmania, Australia and New Guinea
around 50,000 years ago, picking up the DNA of
Neanderthals, Denisovans and another extinct hominin
along the way.
Papuans and Aboriginals then split around 37,000 years
ago, long before the continents were finally cut off from
each other around 8,000 years ago…. And There is
greater genetic diversity in Aboriginal people living in
the east and west of Australia than there is between
people living in Siberia and the Americas….
The Science programme updated on 9Mar20172 with
new research that reveals differences in Aboriginal DNA
can be linked to specific geographic areas… and again
confirms modern Aboriginal Australians are descended
from one founding population that arrived about
50,000 years ago… and then "rocketed" around the
west and east coasts, meeting somewhere in southern
Australia around 2,000 years later….

Map of the original colonisation of Australia showing
different genetic markers carried by Aboriginal populations
(in red), and the vegetation zones at the time.
Archaeological dates in black, with 1 kya = 1000yrs ago.

On 7Aug2018 The Conversation (an independent, notfor-profit media outlet that uses content sourced from
academics and researchers…, says Wikipedia)
summarised with an article “When did Aboriginal people first arrive in Australia?”….3 The movement from Africa to
Australia culminated in a series of hazardous sea voyages across island southeast Asia…. The last voyage, potentially
between Timor/Roti and the northern Kimberley coast, would have involved advanced planning skills, four to seven
days paddling on a raft, and a total group of more than 100 to 400 people…. Aboriginal Australians have effectively
been on their country as long as modern human populations have been outside of Africa….

Bundjalung
All of which raises the question of the origin of our local Bundjalung People, whose creation legend centres around
the story of The Three Brothers arriving by sea. One variation,4 documented by the Rev Hugh Livingstone,
Presbyterian Minister on the Richmond 1876-86, has it that Long ago, Berrug, with his two brothers, Mommom and
Yaburog, came to this land. They came with their wives and children in a great canoe, from an island across the sea.
1

(http://www.abc.net.au/news/science/2016-09-22/world-first-study-reveals-rich-history-of-aboriginalaustralians/7858376).
2
(http://www.abc.net.au/news/science/2017-03-09/dna-confirms-aboriginals-have-long-lasting-connection-tocountry/8336284). The same story was picked up by a number of media outlets, including The Guardian
(https://www.theguardian.com/australia-news/2017/mar/09/aboriginal-dna-study-reveals-50000-year-story-of-sacred-tiesto-land) and ‘The Conversation’ carried the story on 9Mar2017 (https://theconversation.com/dna), adding that The Gulf of
Carpentaria was a massive fresh water lake at the time and most likely a very attractive place for the founding population. The
genetic lineages show that the first Aboriginal populations swept around the coasts of Australia in two parallel waves.… The
occupation of the coasts was rapid, perhaps taking no longer than 2,000 to 3,000 years. But after that, the genetic patterns
suggest that populations quickly settled down into specific territory or country, and have moved very little since….
3
https://theconversation.com/when-did-aboriginal-people-first-arrive
4
Rev Livingstone’s ‘Three Brothers’ version was included in John Fraser’s A Short GRAMMAR and VOCABULARY of the
DIALECT spoken by the MINYUG PEOPLE of the north-east coast of New South Wales, which was carried as Appendix A in An
Australian Language as spoken by the AWABAKAL; The People of AWABA or LAKE MACQUARIE; Being an account of Their
Languages, Traditions, and customs, by L.E. Threlkeld, produced by the Government Printer, 1892. Viewable at
https://archive.org/stream/australianlangua00threrich#page/n321/mode/2up
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As they came near the shore, a woman on the land made a song that raised a storm which broke the canoe to
pieces…. This is how 'the men,' the paigal black race came to this land…. The pieces of the canoe are (now) certain
rocks in the sea. They landed at Ballina and then colonised the Brunswick and Tweed. After a time, a quarrel arose,
and the brothers fought and separated, Mommon going south, Yaburog west, and Berrug keeping along the coast.
This is how the paigal were separated into tribes.
Another version at Planet Corroboree, an oft quoted Byron Bay-based website,5 says The Three Brothers…,
Mamoonth, Yarbirri and Birrung…, travelled from far across the sea, first landing at Yamba, then moving north to
Evans Head from where the Brothers split up, one went north, another west and the third to the south, forming the
three branches of the Bundjalung people… says the blog of 28Sep2016, which appears to be loosely based on Alex
Vesper’s account below.
A further Planet Corroboree article titled Bundjalung Nation uploaded on the same date,6 says the Brothers,
Yahbeerim, Mahmoon and Birrum - the ancestors of all the Bundjalung clans, had come by sea in a bark canoe from
south to north, landing at different locations…. This is a direct quote from page 5 of ‘Bundjalung Jurgun – Bundjalung
Country’ by Dr Jennifer Hoff, published by the Richmond River Historical Society 2006. (Note that the creation
legend of the Tharawal People of Sydney also involves arrival by canoe.)
Dr Hoff in turn quotes as her
source James Morgan, a
respected Elder of Coraki, who left
his memoire with RRHS in the
1960s.7

Field map of anthropologist and entomologist Norman Tindale, who, in 1938,
identified the Arakwal People as a separate dialect group to the Minjungbal,
defining their domain as the huge area stretching from Ballina to Byron Bay and
inland to Casino, at odds with most other authorities.
(See his interactive map at http://archives.samuseum.sa.gov.au/tribalmap/

[She also cites the earliest
newspaper reference to the
‘Three Brothers’ in a description of
a Corroboree at Dunoon. On
30Jun1910 the Northern Star
reported that the man depicted
was a representation of Yabbrine,
who, according to aborigines’
tradition,
introduced
the
corrobborees. He was the
youngest of the three brothers, the
others being named Birrung and
Mummoonie…. Yabbrine, by
introducing the corrobborees,
brought all the people together in
harmony…. Thomas George
Hewitt, proprietor of the Northern
Star and District Chairman of the

Aboriginal Protection Board, was amongst the 300-strong audience.]
Alex Vesper (1892-1976) of the Githabal People recounts another version of The Three Brothers Story, recorded by
Roland E. Robinson.8 Alex said This story has been handed down by the Aboriginal people through their generations.
This story cannot be altered.
I am sixty-seven years of age. I heard this story from my grandfather who was a full-blood of the Ngarartbul tribe
near Murwillumbah. On my grandmother’s side the tribe was Gullibul, from Casino and Woodenbong. I heard this
story also from many old Aboriginals who came from other tribes.
The first finding of this unknown land, Australia, was made by three brothers who came from the central part of the
world. The names of these three brothers were Mamoon, Yar Birrain and Birrung. They were compelled to explore
5

https://planetcorroboree.com.au/blogs/culture-country/the-three-brothers
https://planetcorroboree.com.au/blogs/culture-country/bundjalung
7
James Morgan’s biographical entry in ‘Indigenous Australia’ at http://ia.anu.edu.au/biography/morgan-james-jim-11165
8
Alex Vesper’s story in Roland E. Robinson’s book The Man Who Sold His Dreaming, Currawong Publishing 1965.
6
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for land on the southerly part of the world because
they were forced out of the centre part of the world
because of revolutions and warfare of those nations
of the central part.
They came in a sailing ship. As they made direct for
the south, coming across different islands and seeing
the people in those islands, they kept in the sea all
the time until they came to Australia, to the eastern
part of the continent.
There first coming into this land was at Yamba Head
on the Clarence River. They anchored just off the
mouth of the Clarence. This was the first landing of
men in this empty continent….
Then a storm came up and drove the ship out to sea
and never seen again.
These three brothers had each a family of his own
and they had their mother. Their three wives were
with them. When they knew that the ship was
gone… they made three canoes.
They went back to their families and told them to get
everything packed up as they were about to leave…,
but their mother had gone searching for yams and
they couldn’t find her. So they packed up and took
to the ocean in the three canoes with the intention
of returning to where they came from.
The old woman arrived back at the camp they had
left… and was angry with them. She cursed the
families and said to the ocean to be rough…. They
attempted to continue on against the tempest, but
they were driven back… and landed at Evans Head,
from where one brother returned to Yamba to fetch
the mother.
When they settled there, in the course of time, they
increased their families. One family race generated
northwards on the Australian coast, one to the west
and one to the south….
They went on in that manner and eventually they
became tribal races, and the first language of their
origin we call Jabilum, that means, ‘The Originals’.
Tabulam is the word the white man made out of the
word. The first language of these Jabilum was the
Birrein tongue. And the second was Gumbangirr, of
the Grafton tribe. Weervul is the Ballina lot. And
Norman Tindale’s 1940 Map showing Distribution of Aboriginal
Gullibul, that is between the two. Gullibul sprang out
Tribes of Australia. (This is updated in his 1974 map at
of the centre from Tweed Heads. The race of the
http://archives.samuseum.sa.gov.au/tribalmap/
Aboriginals as it was continually generated had
often a knowledge of the other races across the sea in the other islands. We call these islands Ngareenbil, that is,
other countries that are not contactable to Australia. The coastal Aboriginal often took a canoe to these islands and
was married there….
Robinson also records Eustan Williams of the Githabul and Lucy Daly of the Baryulgil Clan telling the story of how
Dirrangun and/or her son-in-law Buloogan created the Clarence River. But a third variation by Bella Laurie of the
Yeagirr/Yaegl People centred around Yamba, a separate Nation to the adjacent Bundjalung and Gumbayngirr and
taking in Evans Head, is strongly reminiscent of the myth of the Three Brothers says Jennifer Isaacs in “Australian
Dreaming; 40,000 Years of Aboriginal History”, first published by Lansdowne Press in 1980.
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Bella Laurie recounts how Dirrangun’s son
and two grandsons made a canoe and started
to paddle away… from Iluka. Dirrangun didn’t
want the son to go.… She called out and told
them not to leave her on her own….
She started to tell the waves and sea and the
water to be rough, the wind to come and the
water to rise. And she cried and coo-eed for
them to come back, but they took no notice….
And just when they turned the little canoe to
go into Ballina, the waves came up and the
canoe sank and went under with the two little
boys and the father.
And today they say you can still go to Ballina
and see the canoe with the two boys, one in
front and one at the back, and with the father
holding onto the paddle in the middle. They
were turned into rock. Then, two or three
years later after, the Dirrangun jumped into
the river and drowned herself… and she too
turned into a big rock….

Map of Yugambeh-Bundjalung dialect areas as described by the
Githabul at Woodenbong to linguist Brian Burnet Geyteenbeek 196267, at odds with Tindale’s geographical distribution.
Ngara:Ngbal (aka Ngarahgwal/Nganduwal/Ngarakbal/Arakwal/…),
was the dialect spoken between the Tweed and Logan, with a 75%
overlap with Nganduwal, which was the dialect spoken in the Tweed
district, said the Rev Livingstone in 1892.)
(Courtesy
http://yugambeh.dalang.com.au/default/filedown/FullDictionary.pdf,
pg24)

[Incidentally, Charlotte Williams (nee
Brown), the wife of Eustan above, of the
Ngarakwal
Clan
centred
on
Murwillumbah/Wollumbin, told Robinson of
the existence of the Fairy Emu Songline that
originates at Julian Rocks (aka Gillama-beljin,
Killa-mah-gan, Sulaama Billigen….), which
were placed there by Nguthungulli, the allseeing Creator, who came ashore at Belongil
and proceeded inland through Woodenbong
and out into the desert, towards the sunset.9]

Norman C. Keats in his book Wollumbin; The Creation and Early Habitation of the Tweed, Brunswick and Richmond
Rivers, self-published 1988, also quotes Roland Robinson as his source of The Three Brothers legend, as well as John
Gladstone Steel and his book ‘Aboriginal Pathways in Southern Queensland and the Richmond River, UQP 1984.
And Steele sources10 his ‘Three Brothers’ references from 5 different authorities: Keith Morgan, Muriel Norledge,
Marjorie J. Oakes, Roland Robinson and the Rev Hugh Livingstone.
Keith Morgan of Coraki was the son of James above and at age 15 won the senior section of the NADOC Essay
Competition. His essay, “My ancestors, the Aborigines”, was printed in the Mullumbimby Star of 9Jul1964 and the
July 1964 edition of Dawn Magazine:11
According to the Iegend of our people our great ancestors came from the sea. No-one knows where they came from.
The only thing we know is their names. Yar-birri, Ma-moom and Birr-ung. They came with their wives and children
by canoes and landed at what is known as Evan’s Head….
9

The Nearest the White Man Gets; Aboriginal Narratives and Poems of NSW, collected by Roland Robinson, published by
Hale and Iremonger, 1989, pages 88-90.
See also Being on Country: Githabul approaches to mapping culture by Nick McClean, ANU, Paper No 6 within Transcending
the Culture–Nature Divide in Cultural Heritage, ANU Press Dec2013. Charlotte’s grandson, Doug Williams, a senior Ngarakwal
Githabul elder and custodian, is a major informant to McClean’s paper. Note Williams’ map showing Ngarakbul country
encompassing all of the Tweed and Byron Shires.
Ref http://press-files.anu.edu.au/downloads/press/p223681/html/ch06-Mclean.xhtml?referer=&page=10
10
Steele’s book has been digitalised at https://espace.library.uq.edu.au/view/UQ:200785
11
https://aiatsis.gov.au/sites/default/files/docs/digitised_collections/dawn/july_1964.pdf
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After a few days the brothers decided to travel northward.… The last minute check-up found the grandmother
missing.… They searched and cooeed without success.… After they had left the old grandmother came back to camp
and… out at sea saw three dots, appearing and disappearing. They were the canoes all right that left her behind….
Along the seven mile beach between Byron Bay and Ballina there is a patch of black rocks on the beach. This marks
where our ancestors landed.…
There was no time to lose, they must move further north. The three families landed at Brunswick Heads…. Here they
adjourned, many basking in the sunshine and feasting from the store house of mother nature.
One night one of the brothers said, “We cannot stay together all the time, we must separate.”
To this they all agreed…, Yarbirri heading north, Mamoon to the west and Birrung to the south.
It is then said that before they parted they made they first Wandaral and planned that every boy when he became
of age must be brought by the elders to this place and be taught the laws and ways he must live….
The journalist Mildred Norledge features in James Morgan’s biography: Through the Richmond River Historical
Society, he made a number of broadcasts about Bundjalung culture with the journalist Mildred Norledge on radiostation 2LM, Lismore…. He contributed twelve legends of the 'Dryaaba' people to Norledge's “Aboriginal Legends
from Eastern Australia” (Sydney, 1968)…. One of the broadcasts is recorded in the Nov1958 edition of Dawn:12
She quotes James Morgan as saying that Until these brothers (Yahberri, Mahmoon and Birrum) came and dwelt
upon the earth, there were few people to be found. The brothers came by sea in a bark canoe. The canoe was made
from the bark of the hoop pine tree, the name of which was goondool. The three brothers had their grandmother
with them in the canoe. They came to a river that was flowing into the sea and landed on shore. They put their
grandmother on the land, and lived there for a long time. Then the three brothers sailed out to sea again. Onwards,
ever onwards towards the north they sailed in their bark canoe. Finally they came to a place where many black rocks
could be seen on the shore and there they landed once more. One of the brothers picked up his spear and threw it
into the sand and at the place where he cast his spear a spring of fresh water bubbled up….
Once more the brothers sailed northwards until they came to a place where there are headlands to be seen, and
once more they ran the canoe ashore.
One brother went to the north, another West and the third dwelt in the east, so that there might be people in the
east of the land, and to the people who came to live there, this brother gave tribal laws and made their bora rings
for them….
(Note that this is Norledge’s edited version. Morgan’s actual words can be heard on tape at RRHS.)
Marjorie Jessie Oakes (nee Edwards) BA, Dip Ed., 1914-83, was President of the Richmond River Historical Society.
Steele’s reference to her article “The First Inhabitants; Aborigines of the Lismore District” is a chapter within
Maurice Ryan’s The Story of a North Coast City: Lismore, Currawong Press, 1979. She also wrote The Aborigines of
the Richmond Area, a pamphlet published by RRHS 1972.
Dr Margaret C. Sharpe, linguist of UNE Armidale, in her paper Bundjalung Settlement and Migration, within
Aboriginal History, ANU 1985,13 quotes three sources of The Three Brothers story. Under the heading The
Bundjalung Myth of Their Arrival, she notes that Bundjalung myths still current today include one on the origins of
the Clarence River and one on how the Aborigines first came to Australia. Calley suggests the latter myth was
imported from tribes to the south or southwest, but those Bundjalung and Gidabal who tell the story claim it as their
own. I have included three versions of the same story, arranged in chronological order of their collection. The first
version is from the Rev Hugh Livingstone, then Alex Vesper’s account and finally Ted McBryde’s version, as told to
Creamer in 1977. It appears McBryde has been influenced by recent hypotheses on the origin of humankind in Africa,
and on lower ocean levels in the past, with extensive land bridges through the Indonesian archipelago and landhopping by raft or other craft:
Way back in the Dreamtime, there was a family came, originated I suppose from Africa, and they came across
country and in those days we believe that Java and New Guinea were all joined to Australia and they eventually
ended up here. They came by canoe and landed at Yamba…. The three brothers, the eldest was Bundjalung, the
second eldest was Gullybal and the third, the youngest fellow was Gidabal. Bundjalung, the eldest boy, he took up
the Lismore to Byron Bay area to just below Kyogle. And then the next son, Gullybal, he took in this area here and
the youngest man, he went on to the Woodenbong area. So that’s where we originated from, as far as I know.
12
13

https://aiatsis.gov.au/sites/default/files/docs/digitised_collections/dawn/november_1958.pdf
http://press-files.anu.edu.au/downloads/press/p71761/pdf/article063.pdf
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Doubter Calley is anthropologist and sociologist Malcolm John Chalmers Calley (1932-83). The Sharpe reference is
probably his 1958 article Three Bandjalang Legends in Mankind, Journal of the Australian Anthropological Society
of NSW14 (or maybe his 1959 PhD thesis Bandjalang Social Organisation, University of Sydney). Ted McBryde is
probably a member of the Muli Muli community and featuring in anthropologist Howard F.W. Creamer’s 1974
‘Preliminary Report on Investigation of Aboriginal Sites in the Woodenbong Area of Northern New South Wales’
(and probably included in Creamer’s A Gift and a Dreaming: The New South Wales survey of Aboriginal sacred and
significant sites, 1973-1983, published by the National Parks and Wildlife Service 1984).
Yet another written version of The Three Brothers Story comes from Jolanda Nayutah and Gail Finlay in their book
Minjungbal; The Aborigines and Islanders of the Tweed Valley, published by the North Coast Institute For Aboriginal
Community Education, 1988, but quoting no source: In ancient times, three brothers and their wives and
grandmother were coming up the coast in their canoes. They stopped for a rest on the shore at a place now known
as Evans Head. After they had collected some food and had rested, the brothers decided to paddle further on up the
coast.
But they could not find their grandmother. She had gone somewhere and they for some reason, did not wait for her.
They launched their canoe and just as they were half way up to Bullinah (now called Ballina), their grandmother
came back and saw that they had left.
She went up to the top of Goanna Headland and called out to the water. The water rose and these were the first
waves made on the North Coast. The brothers and their wives struggled to keep their canoes from sinking in the
great waves. They came ashore at Bullinah and here they stopped.
They set up their camp and went back looking for their grandmother. They took a long time to find her. She returned
with them to Bullinah. The brothers decided they had to populate the lands. They would leave each other, so one
brother went north, one south and the other to the west….
The descendants of the brother who went north tell this history of their people, the Minjungbal people.”
The same story was repeated in their book ‘Our Land, Our Spirit’, also of 1988, with the statement that This story
of The Three Brothers… is told all over the North Coast and has been handed down from generation to generation
in each tribe. In this case they state that Goanna Headland (Evans Head) is important… as the site of the great
creation story of how the North Coast was first populated by Aboriginal people….
Ian Fox and Kyle Slabb in their history of the First People of the Tweed, published as Chapter 3 within The Fragile
Edge; A Natural History of the Tweed Coast, edited by Michael DeGood, Bogangar 2016, write that Oral tradition
tells the story of “Three Brothers” who first came to this land in a canoe from over the ocean in the time of the
Dreaming…. One story tells of the first ‘Wanderal’ or Bora ring near Billinudgel where the brothers first made the
Lore (law); and people still live by these Lores today.
Climate Change
A conclusion that can be drawn
from the Fox and Slabb research is
that the creation legend is only of
relatively recent origin and that the
current sea level of the coastline we
recognise today has only been
relatively stable for the last 2,500
years or so. During the course of
Aboriginal occupation sea levels
varied dramatically as shown by the
accompanying graph. We can be
certain that numerous ancient
Aboriginal sites once existed at
locations now underwater…. So
maybe a relentless, severely
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Regional archaeological evidence shows occupation by Aboriginal people over a
period of significant sea level change.
The East Coast Study Project – National Geomorphic Framework for the
Management and Prediction of Coastal Erosion by WRL, UNSW, May2013, says
that 17,000yrs ago the shoreline was ~25km offshore of the present Cabarita….
(Graphic by Christian Ellis, courtesy ‘The Fragile Edge’)

https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.1111/j.1835-9310.1958.tb00309.x
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fluctuating and relatively rapid sea level rise resulted in retreat to a neighbour’s patch, generating territorial
disputes, civic unrest, social breakdown and mass migration, perhaps accounting for Alex Vesper’s oral history that
They were compelled to explore for land on the southerly part of the world because they were forced out of the
centre part of the world because of revolutions and warfare ….
And also helping to keep the Brothers Trinity alive is NORPA, the Lismore-based theatre company, with the play
‘Bundjalung Nghari – Three Brothers’, an ABC reviewer saying After a wild storm conjured by magic breaks their sea
journey, three brothers are washed ashore on a strange land. This story has it all: abandonment, betrayal, a mother's
vengeful love and the creation of a new people - exodus and genesis if you like….
Ian Fox in Ch 1, Geology, within The
Fragile Edge, says The present coastline
was formed about 10,000 years ago
(during the Holocene Epoch) but has
undergone a series of fluctuations in sea
level…. The more recent climate changes
are evidenced in numerous old shorelines
both above and below that of the present
day… and around 5000 years ago sea
levels on the Tweed Coast were higher by
1 - 1.5m… taking the shoreline up to
3.5km inland from the present coastal
alignment. In extreme cases sea levels
during storm surge can reach up to 10m
above the mean.
The oldest known occupation site on the
east coast of Australia, north of Sydney,
is located at Wallen Wallen Creek on
Stradbroke Island. Carbon-14 dating
shows that people have been meeting
there at that site for more than 20,000
years…. One of the oldest dated sites on
the Tweed is located at Elsie Street,
Banora Point, where Carbon-14 dates for
a midden confirm an age for shellfish
remains around 4,700 years old….

Presumed coastline at peak of last Ice Age ~20,000 years ago.
[On 27Sep2013 Australian Geographic said A new study has revealed how
indigenous Australians coped with the last Ice Age, roughly 20,000 years
ago…. The findings, published recently in The Journal of Archaeological
Science, suggest that about 21,000 years ago, almost all people in modernday Australia migrated into smaller areas, abandoning as much as 80 per
cent of the continent…. “There was likely a birth rate decline of over 60 per
cent… and rapid population loss.
Ref https://www.australiangeographic.com.au/news/2013/09/
The Byron Bay Historical Society website says Many human occupation sites
in Bundjalung country show unequivocal ages of up to 5,500 years before
present. Most of the thousands of shell middens along the coast are less than
1,000 years old with a few dating back to nearly 2,000 years before present….
Most coastal middens (plus burial sites and bora rings) disappeared with
sand-mining from the 1930s.]
(Courtesy Google Maps)

Test
excavations
conducted
by
Consultant Archaeologist Jacqueline
Collins on a coastline pipi midden (OEH
registered Site #4-5-061) at The Pass,
Byron Bay, revealed the deposition of
shell, stone flaking debris, ochre,
charcoal and the bones of fish (mainly
bream) and other fauna (tortoise,
kangaroo/wallaby, bandicoot, possum,
rodent, bird and reptile) over a period spanning between around 1,000 and 400 years ago. (Ref her report to the
Cape Byron Headland Reserve Trust in 1994). Conversely, in its Apr2018 draft Coastal Zone Management Plan (Pg
2) for the Eastern Precincts of the Byron Bay Embayment, Byron Shire Council said The surviving midden and
campsite at Palm Valley is the oldest of its type in the region, estimated to be approximately 1,440 years old.
At the southern end of Bundjalung Country, the Clarence Valley Aboriginal Heritage Study, prepared by Australian
Museum Consulting for Clarence Valley Council, Nov2014, said Aboriginal occupation of the north coast dates back
at least 8,500 years, according to radiocarbon dates obtained from basal occupation deposits during archaeological
excavation of the Seelands rock shelter, located approximately 10km north of Grafton. Other Aboriginal sites in the
area with evidence of Holocene occupation include the Wombah midden sites (c.4,000 to 3,300 years BP) and the
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Chambigne B1 occupation site (c.1,700 years BP), which are located in central Clarence Valley near Grafton
(McBryde 1974:373-376; Hamm 1994:5).15
So it’s possible the Durungbil are only relatively recent settlers on the Brunswick (perhaps arriving around the time
Christians were colonising the Mediterranean?) Another interesting settlement possibility can be concluded from
A comprehensive analysis of microsatellite diversity in Aboriginal Australians, published in The Journal of Human
Genetics 13Jul2007.16 The analysis of 8868 microsatellites from across the country (including samples from 68
Bundjalungians) found that the Bundjalung are more closely related to the Ngurraiillam and Wathaurong of Victoria
and the Nganyaywana of South Australia than they are to their immediate neighbours, the Gumbainggi to the south
and ‘Riverine Queenslanders’ (‘a conglomerate of neighbouring tribes’) to the west and north. This could account
for James Morgan’s statement above that the Brothers had come by sea in a bark canoe from south to north…;
Malcolm Calley’s assertion that the myth was imported from tribes to the south or southwest…; and Nayutah and
Findlay’s recounting of how the three brothers… were coming up the coast in their canoes… when They stopped for
a rest… at Evans Head…. However, Dr Nano Nagle cautions that if another study were to analyse different pieces
of DNA to this study, the tree would most likely look different.
The importance of The Three
Brothers creation story in
Bundjalung mythology is
highlighted by the mysterious
‘boat and anchor stones’
found in the early 1940s,
about half a mile north of the
purported
Ceremonial
Mound, which had been
Fordham’s Sketch of the ‘boat and anchor stones’ in his letter to RRHS 15Sep1955.
brought to public attention in (He does not record any physical characteristics of the stones, although implying they
1939 by the Brunswick Heads were carved sandstone like the ones on the nearby purported ceremonial mound.
school teacher and amateur Neither Fordham, his contemporaries (Slater, et al) nor his successors (Louisa Daley and
archaeologist, Fred Fordham. Dave Marrinon), gave an indication that they were aware of The Three Brothers creation
Whilst it is now believed that legend.
the mound was a natural These stones have been lost along with the rest of his collection.)
formation, the presence of the (presumed) sandstone rocks possibly suggests an Aboriginal camp site.
But the site of the ‘grinding bowls’ discovery in 2008, about a stone’s throw north of the Gulgan Road overpass, is
more likely to be the location of the major camp in the area. The unearthing of a minimum of six grinding bowls…
and five sets of grinding grooves… in medium to large volcanic rocks… during the Aboriginal heritage survey of the
area by Environmental Resources Management for Country Energy suggests a semi-permanent settlement of large
proportions.17
It’s likely that ‘Fordham’s Mound’ was given unwarranted significance because of a misunderstanding between
property owner Edward Black and the Fraser Island Aboriginals. Dave Marrinon recounts in the ‘Fordham Papers’
that As a young man, Black (who was 39 in 1938), whilst fishing in the area, talked to a native from Fraser Island, N
Qld, who asked him about a sacred ground on his father’s land. He said he had heard the old men at Fraser talk of
this ground and asked the owner not to disturb it…. Conversely, Black told Louise Daley that the Fraserians had
turned up in 1943, while in the Northern Star of 27Jul1939 Fred Fordham confuses with a chicken and egg scenario,
implying the Fraserians were told of the mound’s discovery after the event, which was reported in 15 newspapers
across the country, alerting black and white alike.
It’s possible the Fraserians meant one of the other sites in the Saddle Road precinct, possibly the ‘boat and anchor’
sit, while Black incorrectly assumed the ‘sacred ground’ was the southern ‘mound’ (OEH site 04-5-0041) rather than
the ‘seven mound’ complex (OEH site 04-5-0111)? The 1943 story is the only one that suggests the Fraserians
15

https://www.clarence.nsw.gov.au/page.asp?f=RES-CAM
https://www.nature.com/articles/jhg2007101 and Figure 4 at https://www.semanticscholar.org/paper/A-comprehensiveanalysis-of-microsatellite-in-Walsh-Mitchell/
17
Report by Environmental Resources Management Australia; 0051706_ABORIGINAL_HERITAGE FINAL/FINAL/22 October
2008, pg 38, para 7.4.1 (copy available BVHS).
16
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physically visited the Black property. Nevertheless, it’s a fair assumption that Fordham would never have started
digging without the inducement of Black’s Fraser Island story, which gave the mound its ceremonial imprimatur.

Military Map 1942
The Saddle Road precinct was at the end of the Aboriginal Pathway from the ‘Big Scrub’ plateau and may account for the
area’s abundant artefacts.
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